
Jetex.org Viggen for L-2 Motor 

Jetex was very popular in Sweden, and both Sigurd Isacson, and Sven E Truedsson of Semo, 
produced semi-scale profile models of the Viggen in the early 1960’s.  Kits consisted of printed 
balsa sheets that were slotted and glued together. 

Above Left: Sigurd Isacson’s ‘semi-profile Viggen; Above right: The simpler Semo Viggen was 
slotted and glued together.  Isacson’s model was for Jetex 50C power, the Semo for Jetex 50 or 
‘Katapult’. 

This Jetex.org model is a modern ‘re-creation’ of these profile models.  However, it is not a 
‘beginner’s’ model and some experience of trimming rocket-propelled models would be helpful.  A 
TSP L2 is recommended.  

Print out templates 'fit to page' on light A4 paper or iron-on heat transfer paper.  Transfer to 
1.5mm balsa.  
Smooth all parts and partially cut along elevons.  Glue wings together.  Bend and glue elevons so 
that the trailing edge of the elevons give 1.5 mm of ‘up’.  Alternatively, elevons can be cut out 
completely and hinged with soft wire.   

Cut out wing and canard mounting slots, check the slots on each side match each other! 

The Semo design is more attractive and 
‘true scale’.  For this Jetex.org model, 
the best features of both have been 
combined to make a colourful model 
(left) that is easy to build (though not a 
beginner’s model) and a splendid 
introduction to Rapier (or Jetex ) flying.  

It is suitable for Rapier L2 or equivalent, 
which is mounted in a pod under the 
fuselage. 



Line the edges of one of the fuselage sides with 1.5 mm x 5 mm balsa strips and add cross 
members as indicated below.   

The position of these is not important but they will stiffen the fuselage sides. 

Add 3 mm sheet, hard for the nose and soft for the tail.  2g of nose weight added at this stage will 
save having to but unsightly lumps of ‘Blu-tac' on the nose later!  Glue other side to prepared side, 
weigh down flat until dry.  Smooth edges and paint in canopy and tail cone as desired.  Little 
things add greatly to the models appearance!  Acrylic paint is recommended.   

Clean up wing and canard mounting slots, check flying surfaces slide in easily and are straight 
and square to the fuselage sides.  When happy, glue in place.  Cut 1 mm slot in top rear fuselage 
parallel to the sides.  Slot in fin to indicated line.  When happy with fit and straightness, glue in 
place. 

 Make a motor mount (see https://jetex.org/index.php/jetex-forum?view=topic&catid=6&id=345..  
The nose of these can be rounded off and is glued to the bottom fuselage just below the junction 
of the wing and canard.  Add a piece of aluminium tape behind the motor mount to protect the 
fuselage. 

Check model over, smooth, remove any warps by heating gently and twisting flying surfaces.  The 
cg is 14.5-15 cm back from the nose.  The model should balance with an empty motor, on your 
fingertips when these are placed gently under the tips of the canard. 

With an empty motor in place the glide from a hand chuck  should be straight and quite fast with 
no tendency to stall.  Correct any turns or stall by moving the elevons of gently bending the fin. 

When happy, insert a new L2 motor and light up.  Launch gently slightly out of wind and watch it 
go! 

If desired a ‘thrust tab’  can be added 6-7 cm behind motor.  Details of this, and of making your 
own motor mounting pod, can be found on the Jetex.org website, or contact me if you have any 
questions or problems. 

Happy flying! 

Roger Simmonds 

roger@jetex.org 
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